STATES
That after being noticed of the complaint against me, and the person who accuses me, I want to state
the following: that, in fact I worked in the company Investment Properties Mexico DOT COM S DE RL DE
CV. in a partnership with RICHARD HOUGHTON, and that I do remember having contact with Mrs SUSAN
ANN SIDWELL and that in fact Mrs SUSAN ANN SIDWELL wired the money she claims, never the less, at
all times, this money was handed to Mr RICHARD HOUGHTON which is why I ignored the reason why
Richard had no knowledge of the sale of the property mentioned since we worked in the same oﬃce
together. At no time I gave or acknowledged a receipt to Mrs SUSAN ANN SIDWELL, which is why I
ignore the reasons why the operation of the company’s registries, also she not appearing as a client,
and that if the deposits do not show in the bank accounts of the company, it surely was because Mr
RICHARD HOUGHTON didn’t log it because he was the one managing the deposits, so at no time I kept
any money and that in fact Mrs SUSAN ANN SIDWELL did the deposits/ wires she refers to, to my son’s
account DYLAN O’NEAL and that she did this because she was confused or concerned about the taxes
and that at all times Mr RICHARD HOUGHTON had knowledge of this because in fact these were his
indications, and part of that money of such contributions was withdrawn by the undersigned [Sean
O’Neal] and handed to RICHARD HOUGHTON and another part of the money by RICHARD HOUGHTON’s
indications was to pay to other investors that were owed money, by not wanting to keep with the real
estate acquisition on this location, reiterating that at no time I have committed criminal act I could be
accused of, because at all times Mr RICHARD HOUGHTON had knowledge of everything, as I have stated,
and that I heard of this complaint because the attorney JAVIER CAMOU BORQUEZ made me aware
through his complaint sent to my current email address, but with all the legal guardian identity
information hidden, making me look like he was oﬀering to be my defense lawyer to solve my situation
as well as two more complaints that are accusing me of other crimes, where I was accused of rape, fraud
and theft, asking me the amount of $25,000 USD to fix my situation, never the less, later on, I knew that
attorney JAVIER CAMOU BORQUEZ, was the legal representative of the complainants, and by
considering that I have no responsibility on these criminal acts imputed to me, is the reason why I come
before this social representation to answer to this complaint in which I am stating, being this all I wish to
manifest.

